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EVALUATION OF FLIGHT FIRE PROTECTION MEANS
FOR INACCESSIBLE AIRCRAFT BAGGAGE COMPARTMENTS

SUMMARY extinguishing Class B fires and excelsior
fires in baggage compartments.

Theproblemof providing adequate fire Temperature surveys throughout bag-
proteIction in flight for inaccessible aircraft gage compartments during test fires indicated
baggage compartments was investigated in the that Class A fires could attain flame temp-
laboratory. As the packaging, handling and eratures of Z,000*F and that an aliuminum
shipping methods used for commercial cargo alloy ceiling exposed to such flames could
are subject to existing legislation, this pro- reach 1,000F rapidly. Any insulation capable
gram was confined to investigating those of wvithstanding such fire conditions would be
fires which could originate within personal satisfactory for confining fire and heat to
baggage. The investigation was divided into the compartmct. Several satisfactory in-
four sections: (1) luggage-fire character- sulations were revealed by the tests.
istics, (2) fire detection, (3) fire extinguish-
ment and ,rfire control. ( . INTRODUCTION

Investigation of luggage-fire character-
istics showed that fire ignition within personal Aircraft of the transport-category type
baggage is highly unlikely. Tests showed used in scheduled air carrier operations
further that, even assuming ignition, self- were required by the Civil Air Regulations
sustaining fire in many instances would to have installed smoke-detecting means, as
eventually be smothered by the generation of "fire detectors otherthan thermal type," and
inert gases and by moisture within clothing a suitable extinguishing means in the inac-
and moisture produced by combustion. Many cessible C category cargo and baggage com-
of the test fires s mo Ide r e d internally for partments as defined by the Civil Air Regu-
several hours, in some tests for 24 hours or lations. Subsequent operating experience
more, before the in t e r nai fire penetrated with the types of detectors installed to comply
the luggage wall. High altitudes, high with the Civil Air Regulations proved un-
humidity content and densely packed clothing satisfactory due generally to the sensitivity
had adverse effects on ignition possibilities setting- being set too high, so that the hazard
and rate of fire s p r e ad. In general, these occasioned by the false alarming of the units
tests indicated that the occurrence of fire was finally considered greater than the pos-
originating within personal luggage would be sible fire hazard. This resulted in the dis-
most remote. connection of the de t e c t o r s in cargo com-

Inthe detector tests conducted, luggage- partments as authorized on April 29, 1948.
compartment fires were rapidly and reliably Following this action, an immediate program
detected by photoelectric-type smoke detec- of investigating the entire problem of cargo-
tors, carbon monoxide detectors, visual and baggage -compartment fire protectionwas
smoke detectors and olfactory smoke detec- initiated at the Technical Development and
tors. As a result of the tests, it was evident Evaluation Center. The program included
that the existing sensitivity settings of both the evaluation of detection means and methods,
the photoelectric smoke and the CO detectors and an investigation of baggage fires in
are much too high. In detecting fires of the compartments and the study of fire control.
type expected, dependability is more essen- Subsequent to the effective date for re-
tial than speed. Hence, a reduction in quiring smoke detectors by the Civil Air
sensitivity would greatly increase the de- Regulations, performance requirements
pendability of the instruments, were established for these units and ref-

The extinguishment tests showed erenced inTSO-Cl and Cla covering the
that carbon dioxide will provide control for types of instruments installed. Resulting
some baggage fires, and in a few instances from the number of reports submitted by the
may extinguish such fires. However, operators who indicated false alarming of
extinguishment of all baggage fires by the units, the National Bureau of Standsrds
carbon dioxide cannot be relied upon. was requestedbythe CAAto subject pro-
The only agent which was found to be superior duction instruments, manufactured by Walter
to CO 2 for extinguishing baggage fires was Kidde, C-O-Two and Mine Safety Appliances
helium which, because of its low density and Cos., to appropriate tests to determine con-
the ease with which it escapes, is limited to formance with Ihe performance requirements
use in sealed compartments. outlined in the TSO. The National Bureau of

Carbon dioxide proved successful in Standards test results indicated that the



photoelectric-type detectors manufactured by personal bag gage and small c a r p o fire-
Walter Kidde and C-O-Two Cos. failed to protection problem. Statistically, the fire
meet the performance requirements, the hazard lnvolved in the carriage J 7-rsornal
carbon-monoxide-type detector manufactured and small b a g g a g e in passenger-, ' r tying
by Mine Safety Appliance Co. conformed to aircraft is not considered great; however, it
all the performance requirements. However, was generally agreed that the hazard cannot
a I a r m in g of the unit could be produced by be overlooked in spite of this lack of statisti-
"induced" interruption of the negative air cal support.
flow through the unit by ice formation in the The few instances of baggage-compart-
suction lines during extreme low-temperature sent fire incidents known to the author are
tests. This conditiun i. %onsidered highly briefly described:
improbable during actual flight operations 1. A piece oi personal luggage being
due to the I o c a t i o n of the attendant instal- removed from an aircraft baggage compart-
lation components. ment was found to be emitting a small quan-

In addition to the requests made to the tity of smoke. The s o u r c e of smoke was
National Bureau of Standards regarding determined to be the ignition of a large box
smoke-detector tests, they were requested of foreign-made, strike-anywhere matches.
to conduct an investigation of simulated There was no aircraft damage involved.
baggage- and cargo-compartment fires. 2. A small cotton bat in a B category

The National Bureau of Standards compartment ignited and was extinguished by
during their investigation conducted a series a steward using a tumbler of water. There
of 19 fire tests which included varying was no aircraft damage involved.
conditions of ventilation and types of com- 3. A paper-wrapped blanket, in contact
bustibles. The test results are indicated in with an electric light bulb, produced a
the following quotations excerpted from the smoldering fire which sooted the interior of
report submitted to the CAA: the baggage compartment. There was no

aircraft damage involved.
"The relative tightness of the different 4. A cotton webbing material treated

cuitcasesusedappearedtohavean effect upon with tung oil was improperly processed
the relative rate with which a cigarette fire prior to shipment. While being unloaded,
developed within, and consequently the amount the c on t a in e r was found to be very warm.
of carbon monoxide and smoke produced. In When opened on the ramp, flames resulted.
thetighter suitcases, there was more carbon There was no aircraft damage involved.
monoxide relative to smoke and a longer In general, the tests were limited to
period of tinme was required for a fire to fires which would originate in personal lug-
develop, gage, because it was considered that only in

The oncentrations of carbon monoxide such luggage could ignition sources and
and smoke produced by the fires appeared to flammable materials be in close proximity.
be related. Usually they were characterized The contents of commercial cargo are known,
by a slow rate of development, which lasted and, when properly shipped in accordance
in some cases for a period of 20 minutes, with regulations, should represent no fire-
followed by a rapid increase to concentra- ignition hazard, even though they could be-
tions sufficient to cause the ordinary smoke come involved in a fire ignited elsewhere.
and carbon monoxide detectors to alarm. The contents of personal luggage, however,

"The rate and direction of ventilation are unknown and can include ignition sources
within the compartment affected the con- as well as highly flammable materials.
centrations of s m o k e and carbon monoxide Accordingly, the pro g r am was based upon
at the different sampling locations, the fires originating in personal luggage. As a
highest concentrations being at the end toward r e a u It of these preliminary investigations,
which the air was moving.' it was determined that it would be desirable

for the TDEC to consider the following:
The CAA conducted a survey of equip- 1. Fire Characteristics - The objective

mentmanufacturers, insurance organizations being to determine the nature of a fire which
and commoncarriers, in an effort to procure might be expected to occur within typical
whatever background information might exist aircraft baggage compartments and including
applicable to the problem of protecting air- the possibility of ignition, the rate of propa-
craft cargo and baggage compartments against gation and the effect of such fire on adjacent
fire hazards. Although some information was or associated materials.
procured which could be considered appli- 2. Fire Detection - The evaluation of
cable to the hazard in that it dtalt with Class the existing photoelectric-cell- and carbon-
A fire problems. no specific experimentation monoxide-type smoke detectors under
had apparently been directed toward the simulated flight conditions was of primary
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interest. This information was desired for Inorderto determine the effect of each
its possible bearing on the elimination of the of the ziaterials in a minimum of time, a
serious f al se alarm problem. In addition, "standard fire" was established arbitrarily.
however, inforroation was desired on other This standard fire consisted of a corrugated
forms of Class A fire detection; e.g.,.the cardboard box, 3 1/2 by9 1/2 by 12 inches,
visual and olfactory methods, filled with 2 pounds of exc e 1 s ior, sealed

3. Extinguishment - Primarily, carbon with masking tape, ventilated by 6 holes,
dioxide was to be evaluated as an extinguish- 3/8 inch in diameter and internally ignited
ing agent for the type of Class A fires which by electrically s p a r k i n g 70 grams of gun-
might be expected to occur in aircraft bag- powder. The external ambient conditions to
gage compartments. In addition, other fire- which the standard fire was subjected were:
extinguishing agents were to be considered. 1. 150 ft/min surrounding air flow.

4. Fire Control - It was considered 2. 29 inches Hg absolute pressure.
desirable to determine the e f fe c t a on fire 3. Room temperature (75F).
control of compartmentation, controlling 4. 65 per cent relative humidity.
leakage rates and the use of fire-resistant The time required for complete corn-
and heat-insulating linings. bustion of the standard fire was determined

Control of compartment ventilation or in a series of tests. The standard conditions
of the oxygen supplied to any particular fire were then varied, one at a time, in order to
was assumed to be of fundamental importance determine the effect on burning rate of:
from the very b e g inn i n g of this program. 1. Increasingthesurrounding air velocity
Testing conducted on various models of from the normal 150 ft/min to B00 ft/'min.
transport-category aircraft indicated that 2. Decreasing the absolte pressure to
compartment-ventilation rates varied widely; simulate increasing altitudes vpto 20,000 feet.
thus it was considered necessary to test the 3. Decreasing the ambient air tempera-
"standard" fire package over a wide range of ture to 30F.
compartment-air-change rates and w ithin 4. Increasing the relative humidity to 95
vari'ous size compartments. Preliminary per cent.
analysis d ia c los ed that there weere many An altitude chamber, Fig. 1. capable
variables to be considered in any such pro- of simulating altitudes up to 20, 000 feet was
gram, and it was quite apparent that it would used with arrangements to control the velocity
be difficult to effect precise results in all of the air through the chamber. A balance
phases of the problem. The tests initiated between inlet needle valves permitted any
therefore, were intended to determine as desired air velocity for any required altitude.
many fundamentals as possible, and to A deflector and wire wool baffle were incor-
establish trends, at least, toward the best porated in order to reduce high local air
methods of providing adequate fire control flows entering the chamber through the end
for inaccessible baggage compartments. inlet.

A steam generator unit was piped into
BAGGAGE-FIRE CHARACTERISTICS an 8-cubic-foot compartment as shown in

Fig. 2 to dete rmine the effects of high
Purpose humidity on Class A fires. Relative humid-

The purpose of the tests on baggage- ities as high as 95 per cent were effected in
fire characteristics was to determine: the air surrounding the standard fire.

1. The probability and e a s e of ignition. Tests were conducted in which flam-
2. The rates of fire spread through var- mable liquid s such as lacquer thinner and

ious materials, and the effects on the fire gasoline (contained in various s ize bottles,
characteristics of (a) density of materials corked or screw capped) were imbedded in
within luggage, (b) altitude, (c) air tempera- the clothing prior to ignition in order to
ture, (d) relative humidity, (e) flammable evaluate the hazard resulting from carrying
fluids and highly flammable solids contained n a i 1 polish, alcohol and similar flammable
within luggage and (f) air flow velocities, fluids in personal luggage.

Approximately 175 individual tests
Procedure were conducted in determining baggage-fire

To e ffe ct ignition, paper and wooden characteristics.
matches, lignted cigars and cigarettes,
electrically ignited gunpowder and electric Results and Discussion
heating elements we r e used in these tests. The probability of igniting self-sustaining

The rates of fire spread were deter- cloth fires confined in suitcases by means of
mined through silk, cotton, wool, nylon, paper or wooden matches depended largely
cardboard, wood, excelsior, paper and other upon the quantity of matches involved. Only
materials used in the construction of many when 2 /2 boxe s of wooden (kitchen-type)
grades of personal luggage. matches were ignited simultaneously, would

LL __ m mm | i
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Fig. 1 Altitude Chamber
a s ui t c ase filled with clothing ignite and Table I are of value chiefly b e ca use theycontinue to burn. Li g ht ed cigars and cig- indicate that the most severe fire conditions

arcttes also were found to be poor sources are those which exist at sea 1 e v e 1 in dry
of ignition. Very few fires resulted in lug- atmosphere.
gage even though a lighted c i g a r e t t e was From many attempts to effect ignition
carefully located in a clothing pocket or air and continued burning in luggage, it is ap-
space before the lid was closed. In later parent that the following conditions (inde-
tests, in which ignition was assumed, in pendently, or in combination) materially
order to expedite the general test program, influenced fire probability.
the clothing was ignited by an electric heating I. The total heat output at the source of
element (Calrod unit, 600-watt) or by igniting ignition is important because s m a I m quan-
70 grams of gunpowder. tities of paper or wooden matches would

Table I lists the effects of the several se l dom ignite self-sustaining fires within
variables on the arbitrarily established luggage packed with reasonable quantities of
standard fire. clothing. A 300-watt electric light bulb lying

The results of tests (Series I to 4) on a pile of clothing caused fire after one
indicate that increased air flow over a minute of continuous contact. A 60-watt
burning piece of luggage will increase its bulb did not cause a cloth fire after 1 1/2
burning rate. hours of clothing contact.

The effect of altitude on the standard 2. The quantity of clothing and the kind
fire (Series 1, 5 and 6) indicated a gradual of material contained within a suitcase had a
decrease in the burning rate from sea level marked effect on the ease of ignition and the
to 20,000 feet. Not all fires were extinguished probability of a self-sustaining fire. More
at 20, 000 feet. Fires at any altitude were densely packed clothing was much harder to
materially affected by our rounding air ignite and much less susceptible to continued
velocities in the same manner as the fires burning than lightly packed clothing. Silk
tested at sea level, was more susceptible to ignition and continued

Low ambient air temperatures (Series burning than was cotton, which, in turn, was
7) and high relative humidity conditions more susceptible to ignition and continued
(Series 8) both tended to retrrd the luggage burning than wool. Accordingly, a densely
burning rate. packed suitcase containing wool e n clothing

The density of the c I o t h i n g within a would be much less ha-ardous from the fire
given suitcase affected the burning time standpoint than a lightly packed suitcase
materially. For instance, small valises con- containing silk.
fined smoldering fires for 24 hours or more 3. Climatic conditions and resultant
when the clothing density was 2 pounds per moisture content of the clothing affected the
100 cubic inche.-i The results givcn in tendency of the clothing to ignite and con-
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Fig. 2 Test Arrangement for Conducting High Humidity and Low Temperature Tests

tinue to burn. Ignition and/or continued the luggage was in an upright position.
burning of clothing were most difficult to Although no violent explosions were
produce on humid days. encountered while conducting the test series

4. Lug g a g e construction and condition involving flammable fluids contained within
affected the ease of ignition and the proba- baggape, it is known from past experience in
bility of a self-sustaining fire. A poorly dealing with those fluids that a forceful and
constructed piece of luggage with flaps damaging explosion can result from even
which did not mate properly at the seams small quantities of flammable fluids. In
when closed was more hazardous from the most instances, the heat produced by the
standpoints of ignition and continued fire deep-seated fires either blew out the cork or
than a tight, new niece of luggage. cracked the bottle, allowing the contents to

5. The Location of the fire source within seep out into the clothing material. In sor.ne
the luggage affected the time required before cases, the vapors were too rich to burn, and
the internal fire broke through the luggage the liquid wetted the material and diminished
wall, after which an open fire existed. Many the flame intens ity. In other cases, the
fires originating between the luggage walls liquids volatilized and escaped without af-
and the contained clothing immediately fecting the fires. When ilammable fluid
attacked the wall. Fires originating deep containers ruptured while in open fires,
within the clothing h&d to burn through that considerably larger fires resulted.
clothing before the wall was endangered. Small quantities of ce11ulose nitrate (0.4

6. Fires within luggage standing upright pound), enclosed in the standard fire pack-
continued to burn, whereas fire ignited within age, burned with near explosive force. The
a piece of luggage lying on its side would go cardboard carton was ruptured at the time of
out. This was due probably to the chimney the explosion, blowing the contents throughout
action provided by the luggage joints when the compartment. Fortunately. present ICC



TABLE I

Effect Of Variable Conditions On Standard Baggage Fire

Density
of Pack

Test Velocity Altitude Temp. Lb/1O0 Rel. Burn
Series* Ft/Min Feet OF Cu. In. Humid Time

1 150 sea level Room 0.5 65-75 30 min.
2 200 sea level Room 0.5 65-75 27 min.
3 400 sea level Room 0.5 65-75 18 min.
4 800 sea level Room 0.5 65-75 12 min.
5 150 10,000 Room 0.5 65-75 1 hr.
6 150 20,000 Room 0,5 65-75 No fire
7 150 sea level 35-40 0.5 65-75 40 miin.
8 150 sea level Room 0.5 85-90 45-50 mmn.

SApproximately 50 tests were conducted to obtain these data. Each test result shown is an
average value of several tests.

regulations require special shipping contain- 4. The higher the velocity of air passing
ers for the shipment of n i t r a t e substances over luggage containing fire, the higher will

(Ref. CAR 49). be the burning rate (the degree of increase
In instances where enough heat was depending on the tightness of the luggage)

generated at the source of ignition to cause and the greater will be the resulting fire
a self-sustained fire within a suitcase, the severity.
burning rate was so slow that the fire was 5. Flammable liquids e s c ap in g within
far from being a threat to the structural integ- burning luggage can (a) wet the contents
rity of an airplane. A typical test involved a and extinguish a smoldering fire, (b) vola-
suitcase of conventional size packed with a tilize and escape without affecting the fire,
density of 1/2 poundof clothing per 100 cubic (c) increase the burning rate and severity
inches (total weight of rags equalled 17.3 of the fire or Wd) explode.
pounds). After ignition, this fire burned for 6. The p r e se n c e of highly flammable
7 1/4 hours, and was still burning at the time solids will (a) increase the burning rate and
it was opened for inspection. Approximately severity of the fire or (b) depending on the
1/10 of the a,-ailable material had been con.- nature of the material, explode.
sumed during the entire burning period. The 7. Sustained burning is less likely to
clothing material at the outer folds was found occur within luggage when lying on its side
to be extremely damp. In spite of the very than when standing upright.
slow combustion process, substantial quan- 8. In the event that ignition, sustained
titiesof smoke and acrid fumeswere emitted. burning and open fire should occur, the
The p rob l e m of asphyxiation due to smoke resultant fire will be far less hazardous (in
seepage intothe passenger compartment could s eve rity and temperature) than thouse ex-
conceivablybe more of a hazard than the fire perienced in the power plants or aircraft-
itself, type combustion heaters.

Conclusions DETECTORS
From the tests which have been con-

ducted it is concluded that: Purpose
1. The occurrence of ignition and sus- The purpose of the tests on fire detec-

tained burning within luggage is very un- tors was to:
likely. 1. Evaluate the abilities of existing

2. In the event that s us t a ine d burning photoelectric and carbon monoxide detectors
should occur within luggage, the smoldering to detect incipient fires, that may occur in
action may die out due to the generation of aircraft baggage compartments, which are
inert gas and moisture and many hours will inaccessible during flight.
probably pass before even a small, open 2. Investigate the possibilities of satis-
flame results, factory operation of detectors that operate

3. The probability of continued burning on more elementary principles, such as the
is reduced by increase of altitude, decrease vi s u a 1 detectors or the olfactory detector.
in air temperature, increase in relative
humidity and increased density of clothing Description of Detectors
pack. The detectors tested in this program
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Fig. 3 Walter Kidde Photoelectric Smoke Detector Model A-4532-Ml
were of four basic types, viz., photoelectric b. The G-O-Two detectors, Types A-3type, carbon monoxide gas-analyzer type, and A-4, illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, oper-visual type and the olfactory 'type. A brief ate on the principle of reflection of light; anddescription of the operation of e a ch of the an alarnm is signaled when smoke particlesdetectors is given, reflect light into a photoelectric cell whichI. Photoelectric type: is mounted outside the normal light beam.a. The Walter Kidde Model A-4532- 2. The Mine Safety Appliances CO andM1, illustrated in Fig. 3, operates on the fire-detector unit, illustrated in Fig. 6, isprinciple of light interruption, An alarm is an electronic detector which will alarm whensignaled when smoke passes between the a predetermined percentage of GO is presentlight source and the photoelectric cell, thus in the air sample passing through it. Thediminishing the light intensity to which the CO passing through the detector reacts withcell is subjected when clear air is present, a catalyst causing it to oxidize. The heat thus

rEc TO R

S A-3C

Fig. 4 C-O-Two Photoelectric Smoke Detector, Natural Convection Type
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Fig. 5 C-O-Two Photoelectric Smoke Detector, Tube Type

released causes an emf to be induced in a 10, was constructed to simulate the aft
thermovile which, in turn, triggers an alarm, belly compartment of the Lockheed Constella-

3. The visual-type detector, shown in tion. The general over-all dimensions were
Figs. ?A and 7B, includes a smoke chamber 27 feet long, 5 feet wide and 2 feet high.
which is lined with a black material. A beam The framework consisted of I by 1 by 3/16
of light pas sing into the chamber is ab- inch angle iron with 0. 020-inch thick alumi-
sorbed by the lining so that no visual light is aum sheet mounted on the walls and ceilings.
noticeable when viewed from the inspection Aluminum sheets 0.040 inch thick were
window. When air containing smoke particles mounted on all of the floor area. Inspection
passes through the black-lined chamber, the windows, conveniently located along the
smoke particles reflect the light which is length of the compartment, consisted of
then visible in the inspection window. plexiglas. The compartment was sealed at

4. The olfactory or sniffer-type detector all of the seams on the outside by means of
discharges air samples from the cargo corn- masking tape and water glass. A plenum
partment directly into the pilot' a compart- chamber 14 by 15 by 10 inches was mounted
ment. The pilot' s sense of small acts as an on the downstream wall ol the compartment
alarm. See Fig. 8 for a schematic drawing behind a thin plate orifice. Two aircr aft
of a typical olfactory system, vacuum pumps (Presco 211), driven by a

A smoke density meter, illustrated in double V belt from a 10-horsepower motor,
Figs. 9A and 9B. similar in operation to the pumped air from the plenum chamber, This
photoelectric type (1-a), was constructed and assembly was used to establish the compart-
used to measure the per cent light trans- ment leakage rates desired for particular
mission, tests. One quarter of the compartment was

lined with V board insulation which was 0.04Z
Procedure inch thick (2-ply fiberglas cloth impregnated

A full-scale baggage compartment, Fig. with a bonding material). Loading hatches
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Fig. 6 WSA CO and Fire Detector and Multiple Sampling Valve Equipment

with sponge-rubber seals were located in the density meter D and from there to a vacuum
floor at each end of the compartment. pump to exhaust. A pressure differential of

In order to illustrate the effect of 4 inches of w ate r was maintained between
various percentages of light transmission plenum chambers A and C. The air-change
from 100 per cent to 0, six photographs rate within the entire system measured ap-
were taken through a smoke-filled duct. proximately 32 cubic feet per hour. Ignition
See Fig. 11. The duct was 4 feet long and in some tests was supplied by means of a
6 inches square. rhe photographic target 600-watt heating element (Ca1rod unit).
was lighted by a 60-watt bulb. Smoke was Other tests, involving open fires, were ig-
passed through the chamber, and the smoke nited by match. The heating element loca-
density meter was mounted in series with it. tions varied for each test, so that in some
For each photograph (A to F), the smoke cases it was placed between the luggage wall
supply was shut off at a predetermined range; and the confined clothing, and in other cases
and, after the smoke density meter had entirely surrounded by clothing. The
stabilized, the photograph was taken. It heating element, when used, was switched
should be realized that the smoke density for on for 5 s e c o nd s, then off for 10 seconds
a 1-foot depth would appear much lighte r until the first trace of smoke was observed.
than those shown for the 4-foot depth. The internal fire was thenallowed toprogress

A smoke generator rig (Fig. 12) was without further heating.
constructed with an i n t e r n a I volume of 64 The Mine Safety Appliances unit incor-
cubic feet. The smoke emitted from the poratedan independent vacuum system which
b u r n in g luggage pa sise d into the plenum required a negative pressure of 4 inches Hg.
chamber A and to each of the smoke detectors Gas s ample s were, therefore, taken from
B through parallel piping. The smoke from chamber A and exhausted to atmosphe re
each of the smoke detectors was then passed a fte r passing through the d e t e c to r. The
throughthe plenumchamber C into the smoke C-O-Two convection-type detector was
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Fig, 7A C-O-Two Visual-Type Smoke Detector

Fig. 7B Walter Kidde Visual Detector
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VOLUME OF OCCUPIED
Room - 7 0? U. FT. 'of...•.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMP
MOUNTED ON CEILING

AFT END OF
BAGGAGE COMPARTMENT

NOTE:
PIPING FROM PUMP TO ROOM-SO FT. % IN, COPPER TUBING
EXIT AIR VELOCITY--500 FT. PER MINUTE

Fig. 8 Sniffer Test Rig Arrangement

tested while mounted inside of the full- the smoke chamber. Establishment of a
scale compartment. balance between the two valves would main-

Ambient air temperatures within the tain any desired smoke concentration for a
cargo compartment were measured through- reasonable length of time.
out many of these tests in order to evaluate Some tests were conducted using the
the possible use and application of heat-type CO2 discharge-system tubing as a means for
detectors (unit or continuous type). sampling smoke or CO from within the full-

In or d e r to investigate the effects of scale compartment. T 1h. u system consisted
sunlight on +he visibility of smoke in the of two lengths of 3/8.inch copper tubing
visual-type detector, a Constellation cockpit perforated by 3/32-inch drill holes, 1 foot
was obtained. See Fig. 13, An instrument apart. The two lengths of tubing ran the
panel was positioned in its normal location length of the compartment at the ceiling
below the windshield. The visual smoke corners, and were mranifolded at the up-
detector was mounted on a pivot arm, which stream end to a smoke dens ity meter or
allowed the detector to be positioned in any detector. In later tests, smoke densities
location in either the vertical or horizontal were measured by sampling with a s i n g I e
plane. Castered wheels made it possible to pickup at the downstream end of the ceiling
face the entire as c embly directly into the in the full-scale compartment.
sun, although the attitude of the cockpit sec- Tests were conducted to determine the
tion was always similar to normal flight. A flow rates of smoke particles through various
battery of flood lamps shining directly into a iz e tubes, which might be used for either
the cockpit also was used to simulate sun- the visual-type detector or in a sniffer
light conditions. A centrifugal blower (olfactory) system of detection. Fig. 14 is
mounted within the compartment drew the a di a g ram of the t e st apparatus. Three
air-smoke mixture through the detector. pieces of punk were ignited and placed under
The smoke density to the detector was regu- the smoke chamber. When the chamber be-
lated by means of valves from a smoke gen- came full of smoke, the copper tubing was
erator unit. One valve permitted the flow coupled to the chamber and the time required
of fresh air to a c o m m on manifold, and a for the smoke to pass through the tubing and
second valve permitted the flow of smoke from past a beam of light at the exhaust end of the
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Fig. 9A CAA Smoke-Density Meter
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Fig. 9B Smoke Density Meter Wiring Diagram

pump was recorded. Variations in suction presence of smoke in the room, through hiswere controlled by regulation of the pump sense of smell, was recorded and correlatedmotor speed. with the smoke density In the baggage com-Detection by use of a sniffer tube also partment. Immediately after detection, thewas attempted by piping a smoke-air mixture smoke-air mixture to the office was reversedthrough a 50-foot length of 3/8-inch copper in direction and p i p e d into the IW5A unit totubing from the full-scale compartment into record CO concentrations within the room.an occupied office which had a volume of 975cubic feet. The occupant in the room was not Results and Discussioninformedwhen samples of smoke-air mixture The smoke generation curves (Fig. 15)were being transmitted. The length of time represent the outer extremities of the curvesrequired for the occupant to realize the plotted after results were obtained using
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Fig. 10 Simulated Baggage Compartment

deep-seated fires with variations in the loac- cent light transmission) and Fig. lIB (93
tion of the heating element. The outer limits per cent light transmission). The recomn-
of these curves indicated that large quanti- mended range would require detector opera-
ties of smoke were em it t ed from burning tion between the li m itsa shown in Fig. IlIC
luggage after the contained clothing began to (84. 5 per cent light transmission) and Fig.
burn of its own accord. Ignition times varied lI E (58 per cent light transmission).
radically in the tests, so that zero time, as Luggagermaterials had a decided effect
indicated in Fig. 15, w as established when on the time required for an internal fire to
the internal fire within the luggage became burn through the luggage wall. In m o s t of
self-sustaining. More severe fires and these tests, corrugated cardboard boxes
greater quantitiers of smoke occurred when were used, which a ff o rd ed very little fire
the internal fires were located between the resistance, a nd, therefore, w er e assumed
clothing and the luggage walls than in those to be c ompa ra blIe to the poorest possible
fires which were deep-seated and located in luggage materials. Open clothing fires
the approximate center of the clothing con- generated more smoke in shorter periods of
tmnts. time than thie submerged-type fires. The

The bar graph (Fig. 16) indicated that problem of smoke detection of an open-type
all the test de te ctorsa alarmed within the clothing fire was not as difficult as was
range prescribed in the TSO-Cl and TSO- originally thought. It was noted, however,
Cia. The bar graph shows the variations in that open fires result in flamne temperatures
light transmission required for operation of of I , 200* to 1, 550TF, which should be con-
each of the detectors, as well as the average sidered in baggage-compartment design.
light t r ansam isaaio*n rimadlng at the time of Class B (flammvable liquids) fires gen-
a pe r at ionu. The comvection-type C -O-Two erated large quantities of smoke. Hydraulic
detector (Model A-3) unit was comparable in fluid and oil fires were burned by saturating
sensitivity to the tube-type detector (Model cloth in the fluid bath and igniting the cloth
A-4). by match, whicliproduced a wick fire. Gaso-

At present, smoke detectors are re- line fires, of course, required no wick ar-
quired to operate between 85 and 92 per cent rangement. E a ch of these fires generated
light transmission. The approximate limits large volumes of smoke. The smoke density
of this range are shown in Fig. IlIC (84.5 per meter indicated a smoke accumulation from
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(A) 100.0% 0.m % (% g4.5 %

C() 7.0 % (9i 28.0 % M7) 0.0 %

Fig. I I Effect of Various Percentages of Light Transmission on Visibility
(Percentage figures are given in terms of per cent light transmission
per foot. Photographs show effect of visibility through four feet of
smoke-air mixture.)

100 per cent light transmission to 0 pek cent (dried ground earth) of undetermined size
lijRht transmission in a maximum of 6 minutes were discharged into the compartment through
in the case of the oil amd hydrauLic fluid a jet of air under high pressure. The
fire&. Gasoline fires produced 0 per cent weight required for alarm was 300 grams.
light transmission within 25 seconds after Some applicable smoke generator,
fire igaitb.a. Tests 4:"ducted in various capable of emitting quantities of smoke
siz a ,artmentu gave substantially the equal to a baggage fire in its early stage of
samw smoke generation results over a wide burning, was thought advantageous in order
range of air-leakage rates. The smoke pro- to check air-flow characteristics and ultimate
duced by one small piece of luggage, burning locations of each type of detector. The pre-
in air-leakage rates as high as 3,300 cubic sent field test procedure makes use ef a
ft/hr, reduced the light trananidision value smoke bomb intended for an entirely dif-
to 0 in periods of I to 20 minutes. ferent purposc. In the tests, the quantities

Only one cause of lalse alarm for the of smoke emitted proved so great that little
detectors w as investigated. Dust particles was learned because of obscuration. Fur-
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SI SMOKE DENSITY METER '*D"

FOR him IN LET 0

Fig. 1Z Smoke and CO Detector Test Arrangement

ther tests indicated that 1/4-inch square, intense reflection of light occurred when theAmerican-made punk of any desired length, light-transmission value was reduced towhen lighted, will generate a reasonably 95-90 per cent. There was no appreciableconstant quantity of s m o k e. It was deter- increase in the light intensity reflected frommined that nine such pieces would d e v e I o p the visual detector at smoke densities belowas much smoke as a burning piece of luggage 90 per cent light transmission. There areat the instant the smoke density reached three possible methods for using visualpoint A in Fig. 15. It should be noted that, detectors for monitoring aircraft o agg ag ein actual luggage fires, the increase in smoke compartments:density became relatively rapid after point 1. As a basic detector unit, independentA was reached, which was not the case when of the more c o m pl i cat ed photoelectric or
using punk, The quantity of smoke produced CO units.by the punk stabilited rapidly and remained 2. As a false-alarm indic at o r in con-constant for its entire burning time, junction with the photoelectric or CO units,

Both the C-0-Two and Walter Kidde orCos. designed and submitted smoke detectors 3. As a basic instrument, but exhaustingof the visual type, as illustrated in Figs. 7A smoke-air samples into the pilot' s compart-and 7B. The visual detectors proved very ment so that when smoke is emitted, thereliable from the standpoint of detection pilot's sense of smell acts as an attentionsensitivity. Smoke particles were obvious caller.when passing through them, with light trans- All three smoke detection methodsmission values as high as 99 per cent. An proved satisfactorywhen us. d in combination
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Fig. 13 Constellation Cockpit Compartment

with the full-scale cockpit shown in Fig. 13. in a physiological problem jur observations

The visual detector used in all three systems of the v I s u a I detector indicated that it was

gave adequate warning at light transmission as obvious at signal time as any of the other

values from 99 to 90 per cent. If it is as- panel instruments after looking into the

sumed that ambient light conditions are such direction of the sun, However, this instru-

as to interfere with .he visibility of the merit.problem canbest be evaluated byactual

visual detector, method (1) would give no test flight.
signal, m e t h o d (2) would signal within the The olfictory-type detector, illustrated

range of 85-92 per cent light transmission in Fig. 8, consisted of 50 feet of 3/8-inch

and method (3) would provide an alarm at a o.d. coaper tubing discharging air samples

light transmission value of approximately from the full-scale baggage compartment into

40 per cent. The speed of the alarm pro- an occupied room with a volume of 975 rubic

vided by the olfactory system will depend A-et. iihe air-sample discharge rate at the

on the pilot' s sense of smell, the cockpit exhaust end was approximately 500 ft/min.

leakage rate, smoke density within the bag- Test results indicated that compartment

gage compartment and the rate of smoke-air a m ak e concentrations reached an average

mixture being discharged into the cockpit. value of 40 per cent light transmission at

The problem of conspicuity of the the time smoke was detected by the occu-

visual detectors during daytime flight was pant' * a e n se of smell. Some concern was

investigated. Although conspicuity basically evidenced regarding the problem of toxicity
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wou~aoThe CO discharge tubing, used as a
IC ~ LIITHMANOWITIR means ior sa Anpling &amke or CO from

00PPFR. USNST within the baggage comupartmenet. was not as
COP1tR UDI 01TIFUGL affective, timnewise, as a mingle point pickup

C ISCN F.11110trum located on the coiling at th. downstream end
CUOUPLING of the baggage compartment. T h is finding

substantiated the Bureau of Standards state -
MOKE meat that. "The rate and direction of venti.-

' iOtti NHAUST latlon w it h in the compartment affected the
Ar~ CIAMSER OUTLET concentrations of smnoke and carbon monoxide

- AME~ei~at the different sampling locations, the
MADE PUNK4 highest concentrations beain g at the end to -

- ward which the air was moving."
L~2 ~tpoA cat.The curves presented in Fig. 17 indi-

'ELD VISUI. ( catethe times reaq u ir ed for smoke, unde r
BLACK I141110 VISUAL OBSERVATION
FOR BACKCGROUND OF SMOKE EMISSION Various pressures, to p ass through 50-foot

lengths of copper tubing of different diame-
ter&. In applying these curves to Olfactory
detecting tystemas, an important considera-

Fig. 14 Arrangement for Timing Smoke tion is that a iarger diameter tubing can dis-
Transmission Through Tubing charge a greater mnass of smoke-air inicture,

thereby d e c r e asa in g the time required for
introduced by this method of smoke detection, detection.
A careful analysis of the air in the occupied
room immediately after detection, indicated Conclusions
that the percentage of CO present was well Froin the tests which have been con-
be low the headache range. Because, in ducted, it is concluded that:
practice, so many electrical fires have been 1. The existing automatic smoke- and
detected by the pilot'sa sense of smell, it was carbon-mon~oxide -type detectors performed
felt that this form of detection would be ef - satisfactorily and operated in accordance
fectives for the baggage compartment. 01- with TSO-C I and TSO..C la with re sp e ct to
factory test systems made use of tubing as that section which established sensitivity
large as one inch in diameter. The larger requirements.
diai-neter pipes (above 5/8 inch) were more 2 . The sensitivity s#Lttings as required by
elfective tiinewise when higher values of TSO-C I and TSO-CI& ar~e unnecessarily high
light transmission existed within the cargo and increase the probability of false alarms.
compartment, due to the greater volume of 3. Photoele ctr ic-type smioke detectors
smoke-air mixture paesed at any given proes- should alI a r in between a maximumn value to
su~re setting. 90 per cent light transmission and a mini-

Detection of fire within baggage coin- mum value of 60 per cent light transmission.
partsnents by mesans of unit- or contin~uous- 4. Sensitivity settings for carbon-
type he at detectors also was investigated, monoxide-type detectors should be reduced
Ambient atr temperatures within the coin- from the present value of 50-150 parts of CO
partment were recorded during various fires per million parts of air to a value no lessa than
and comparad with the quantities @1 smoke 250-300 parts CO per million p ar ts of a&i.w
generated at various air-leakage rates as 5. V isual-type and olfactory-type smoke
high as Z. 700 c'-ibic ft/hr. The generation of detectors performed satisfactorily. Tubing
smoke, enough for detection. always pre- requirements for the best olfactory' (sniffer)
ceded high ainbiaA* temperatures, except in system indicated bettir resuits with in-~
the case, of open flaming, which is not be- creased volumes A sm.-.kv-uirmixture through
lieved likely tu occur during the e a r ie s t larger diameter tubing (3/4 - I inn'h) for any
state of a.baggage fire. In tests cominencinit given p~ressure drop.

!7with popn. fires, ambient temperatures at 6. All types of smoke, olfactov~p and CO
the nearest thermocouple to the fire usually detector* gave w arnai ng of the piresence of
reached Z50*F before the lijbt transmission fire well in advancz ef fire c~ndltions, which
valv eI dropped below 60 per coat. The dit- would be hazardous to aircraft structure,
forroace in time. however, varicd orly by a when the fire was deep-sested and confined
maximnum of 30 secouls. Wnuced deep- within luggage.
seat" clothing fires alarmed smoke-type 7. Heat detectors could not be depended
d ataz t orsa 5 to 17 satautes bmfore an open upou for detection of deep-seated ba gg a ge
fire occuarred,. after which ambient tempera- compartment fires in thke incipient a t ag e a.
turing reached Z50'V. 8. The conspicuity of the v is u al smoke
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0 ~~of i g nit ioan used for a majority of the test
firms was an electric heating element. Heat
was applied continuously until the internal

9 • temperatures had reached 1,600" to 1,800F.
3 ! The element was then disconnected and the

temperatures within the suitcase we r e re-
corded. Stabilisatlon of the temperatures

Ila followed by a temperature increase indicated
-00 a seLf-sustaining, deep-seated fir*.

Compartments - Three compartments
were used in this phase of the test program.

8 1. A 3. 5-cubic-loot compartment which
AVER. AV!R.. was well sealed and capable of withstanding

internal pressures an low as 1 inch of Hg
0 o-absolute.

2. A 48-cubic-foot compartment, built
A..VER. of aluminum alloy extrusions and 0. 040-inch

n-aluminum alloy skin.
3. The full-scale baggage compartment

so e0with a volume of 270 cubic feet, built of
MOT13 aluminum alloy extrusions and 0.020-inch

z THIS CHANT WAS COMPILED FROM DSlP SlATEO aluminum alloy skin.- CL0TNIIO U IteS WITH INTERMSTTAR T oN I N" The leakage rates through the various" " U ELECTRIC iSNiTION STARTS. •compartments were varied during the tests

from 0 to as high as 14 air-volume changes
Fig. 16- Bar Graph Illustrating Detector per hour. The leakage rates were produced

Signal at Per Cent Light both, by introducing air under slight pressure
Transmission into the compartment, and by withdrawing

air from the compartment. The leakage rates
detector, when signaling smoke signals in were determined by:
the range of 90 per cent light transmission, Igo Ti:
was similar to that of other cockpit instru-
ments under equivalent ambient light con- COPMR TURIN
ditions.

9. The concentration of CO carried into
a cockpit by an olfactory-type smoke
detecting a y a t e m is negligible at the tim,- !40
smoke is detected. I L 11 1

EXTINGUISHMENT :20

Purpose
The purpose of the tests on fire ex- Z 0 -------

tinguishment was to: 8
1. Determine the effectiveness of CO -

on Class A fires with leakage rates normallf I so
present in aircraft cargo compartments.

2. Evaluate other presently known agents I MI
for use in extinguishment of baggage-
comparfnent fires.

Procedure
Fires - The Class A test fires in-

volved luggage and/or cardboard boxes O=
packed with mixed types of clothing or with
shredded wood (excelsior). In each such test,
four thermocouples were placed around the
fire source in a horizontal plane. A fifth %• 0* oA Os as Lo 1.E IA
thermocouple was l o c ate d beneath the fire KM DO INHES OF WATIER) vm_
source.

Gunpowder and matches provided ig- Fig. 17 Smoke Tranirnission Through
nition in a few of the test fires, The source Tubing. Time vs. Pressure Drop
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Fig. 18B Positive Displacement bMter

Used to Calibrate Orifices

1. Measuring the exhaust air velocities
through a thin Plate orifice by means of a
veloineter.

2. hMeasuring thi pressure drops across
a thin plate orifice that had been calibrated
usingthe positive displacement test rig illus-
trated inF g. IBA. Details of the test rig
are shown in Fig. 18B.

Extinguishirng Agents - The extinguish-
ing agents used in the tests included:

1. Carbon dioxide (CO 2 ).
2. Methyl bromide (MB).
3. Methylene chlorobromide (CB).
4. Carbon tetrachloride (CTC).
S. Helium.
6. Dry powder (sodium bicarbonate).
7. Water.
8. Water Plus a wetting a&ent.

Carbondioxide was discharged into the
test compartments through tub ing systems
including perforated tubing, nozzles and
"single outlet test arrangements. V a r io us
discharge techniques included:

1. Single-shot, 'total quantity discharge.
2. Two-shot discharge, l/z total weight

per shot.
3. One-shot discharge followed by CO2

bleed at low rate.
4. One-shot discharge followed by inter-

Fig. i8A Positive Displacement Orifice mittent burst discharges to maintain a mini-
Calibrating Rig mum CO2 concentration between 55-60 per

" • * • m m m•
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cent. CO , by using equivalent volumes on similar
5. One-shot discharge followed by inter- tes? fires and under similar conditions.

mittent burst discharges to maintain a mini- 5. The effect of load fac to r on carbon
mum CO 2 concentration between 70-80 per dioxide dilution rates.
cent. 6. A method for accurately establishing

Methyl bromide, methylene chlorobro- the air-volume change rate of any baggage
mide and carbon tetrachloride were compared compartment in flight by determining the
to carbon dioxide by r e lea sing equivalent CO concentration decreases with time, As
weights of those materials on identical test thil phase of the work does not involve
fires, extinguishment, but results in a recom-

Helium was compared to CO, for fire mended technique for establishhLg baggage-
extinguishing abilities on an equivklent free compartment leakage rates, the procedure
volume# basis. is detailed in Appendix I.

Only preliminary tests were conducted
to determine the effects of dry-powder Results and Discussion
extinguishing agent on baggage-compartment The tests proved that carbon dioxide in
fires. the quantities carried aboard civil aircraft

The quantities of water and water plus could not extinguish deep-seated clothing
a wetting agent used in the tests varied be- fires. In such quantities, CO did extinguish
tween 10-50 gallons, and were discharged by excelsior fires. The major Aa-ard existing
pressures from the equivalent of a static in aircraft baggage compartments is, of
head of 10 feet (gravity feed) to as high as course, cloth fires originating within pieces
200 psi. of personal luggage, and it was on this type

For all of the liquid extinguishing firethat carbon dioxide proved most ineffec-
agents, various spray nozzles were tested tive. A review of all of the extinguishment
using different discharge rates and spray tests conducted shows that very few test
patterns, fires involving c lot h were extinguished by

carbon dioxide under any circumstances,
TEST INSTRUMENTATION and that only when the air - chang e rates

through the baggage compartme-nts were
The instruments usrd in the tests in- extremely low, of the order of one-half

eluded a velomete r, pressure pickups, volume air change per hour, could CO2 even
manometers, thermocouples, recording provide significant "fire control" time. See
pyrometers and gas analyzers (Orsat and Table II. The term "fire control" means
Ranarex), the time that the fire is actually subdued or

Tests - During the many extinguish- reduced in intensity by the presence of CO.
ment t e sto using CO in the 48-cubic-foot in the surrounding atmosphere,
compartment and in th" 270-cubic-foot corn- When the air-volume change rates ex-
partment, four pickup tubes were used in ceeded one-half change per hour, the degree
each compartment. The four tubes were of fire control provided by CO. was generally
spaced equally along the length of the com- ao slight as to be, for all pracdtical purposes,
partment, The lowest pickup was located useless. The tests showed that the extin-
one inch above the floor line, and the highest guishment of deep-seated clothing fires re-
pickup was located flush with tho compart- quired extremely high concentrations of CO
ment ceiling. (of the order of 90-100 per cent) for periodi

Six series of tests were conducted to of hours. To maintain such concentrations
determine: for long periods of time in anything other

1. The efficacy of CO2 used in quantities than a c o m ple t e 1 y sealed compartment is
presently carried in civil aircraft, on both impossible with the quantities of GO 2 that
openand deep-seated fires. Thosequantities can be carried in an airplane.
generally fall within the range of 1 pound of Of the six techniques for discharging
CO for esery 7 or 8 cubic feet of compart- CO., described previously, the best results
meAt volume, were obtained by discharging the toral quantity

2. The effectiveness ofexcess ive of CO available in a single discharge. The
quantities of CO 2 up to quantities as high as superi'rityof this technique was andoubtedly
1 pound of CO for every 4. 8 cubic feet of due to the initial high concentrations of CO
compartment voirume. which were produced. This condition, iA

3, The differences between CO concen- turn, produced the highest possible CO con-
trations within the baggage comparflment and centrations within the individual p i e c~e a of
within individual pieces of luggage, with and luggage.
without contained fire. Tests in which excessive quantities of

4. The effectiveness uf other common CO were discharged did provide more in-
extinguishing agents, as compared to that of stakces of extinguishment and generally in-
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vidual p i e c e a of luggage (with and without
fire). In. both instance&, it can be seen that
the mere provision of a high concentration of

TTTFT___ extinguishing agent in the baggage compart-
NolOWPRMN LffAKA meat does not prove that the required con-

'N ATE-S VOL. PER MR. centration of CO exists. within the luggage
INTE:RNAL FIRE whet e the fire olcurs. The quantity of CO

whichaffe tbdte fire within the u ag
so depended upon the tightness of luggage con-

struction and the znasi; of clothing which was
packed into the luggage. In on e, particular

MINIMUM c00ofeMaftiRTN~IM testwhere a reasonably tight suitcase
14 "nIurME FOR FINE CONTRO deneely packed with cloth was provided, the+7' -1 44 iwdnax un CO2 concentration contained within

""OOPAPTMNT ~eCONCENTRATION the luggage was I11 per cent at the time the
(~OMPATMENTCO concentratior within the baggage cam-

30 doer I pa ment was '10 per cent. Wh ilIe the CO
concentration in the compartment d r a p p e
f roam 70 per cent to 64 per cent, the GO z
concentration within the luggage never ex-
ceeded the 11 per cent figure, which was

* obviously incapable of extinguishing the
clothing fire.

Of all the agents tested, carbon dioxide
ic proved to be the most practical, and generally

- ws the best agent for this purpose. Only in
11;4LU"E CCONENTPATIINAinstances where completely sealed compart-

ments were used, did helium prove superior
to carbon dioxide. Jn i sch instancepi, helium

0 lO 20 so 40 SO was found to oc much more capable of dif-
TIME C MINUTES) fusing throu.gh packed clothing than c ar boan

dioxide. Converaely, however, helium was
F ig. 19 CO Concentrations Inside Luggage found to be far more dif f ic ul1t to confine

Pack vs. Compartment CO. within a baggage compartment than carbon
Concentrations

creased fire cont rol timea. However, to QW4EM,

illustrate the difficulties of providing f ire e
extinguishment by the ust, of carbon dioxide, 5011

a typical test will be described, The small I
test chamber. (3. 5 cubic feet) was evacuated
of air, andCGO 2was discharged into itto o
bring the inte~inai pressure of the compart-
ment back to atmospheric. A cardboard box IIIU r -NE A1I
with an internal clothing fire, introduced into t4"0 11 EUR Lr n

the compartment just prioz to the evacuation,
was k ep t in the compartment until the fire- I I I
was extinguished. Lxtingu'Uhment required I- ISilOIII
1 1/2 hoaursa, and the CC) concentration at OPRMTLEW --
the time of extinguishme~it was 98.4 per RATE- 

1
/ 5 VOL. PER HR.----

cent. Although such a test could toe conducted 41tO IIII
in a laboratory, it is obviously unreasonable I III
to expect to encounter such cnnditions in an
aircraft baggage comnpartmient. t0

The n-sujor r e a a on for the failure of
any of the extinguishing agents tested to pro-
vide adequate fire extinguisitment was fo~und 00 _ 0 0 40 SO s

to be the inability of the agents to penetrate TIME (MINUTES) 6011-.

through the luggage and into the burning cloth.
The c ur ves,. Figs. 19 and 20, compare the Fig. 20 CO Concentrations Inside Luggage
GO concentrations within the baggage com- Pac~k vs. Compartment CO 2parnzment with the concentrations within indi- Concentrations
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dioxide. The liquid chemical agents such Conclusions
as methyl bromide, methylene ehlorobromide 1. With CO 2 in the quantities carried on
and carbon tetrachloride proved to be in- aircrafttodav and with the leakage rates

ferior to carbon dioxide pound for pound; normally pre sent in aircraft today, (a) all
therefore, the tests of theme agents were Class A fires cannot be extinguished, (h)
abandoned. Preliminary tests indicated open flames can be eliminated initially, but
that the heat provided in the initial stages el smoldering will continue and open flame will
a baggage fire was not sufficient to break again occuk when CO concentrations are
down appreciable quantities of the dry-powder reduced but (c) open liuid fires can be ex-
agent (sodium bicarbonate) so that this agent tinguished.
also was abandoned. 2. The CO concentration in any com-

In the quantities used, water and water partment is hijher than that within a burning
plus a wetting agenit proved incapable of ex- piece of luggage and, for that reason, the
tinguishing deep-seated clothing •.res. Asso- degree of fire control will depend 1 a r g e ly
ciated wick tests were conducted to deter- upon the density and quantity or mass of
mine the relative abilities of water and water clothing and the construction of the luggage
plus a wetting agent to penetrate into massed involved.
clothing. These tests proved the obvious 3. The rate of reduction. of a CO, con-
superiority of the wetted water to penetrate centration for any given volume chanJ* rate
masses of clothing over that of water. How- is affected by cargo load factors, and varies
ever, the limited quantities of either liquid approxim.ately inversely as the r e m a i n ing
which could be used in these tests reduced free space. Stratification of CO gas can
this superiority to thepoint of insignificance, further reduce the des ired coifcentration
The advantages of either water or wetted nearest the ceiling by ZOO per cent.
water demonstrated by these tests were: 4. Helium is a better extinguishant than

1. Wite r discharge was capable of re- CO 2 for Class A fires, but is effective only
ducing luggage fires to a smoldering condi- in a completely sealed compartment.
tion. 5. While the wetting of baggage by water

2. Water discharge did wet down sur- slowed up the spread of fire, in no test did
rounding luggage with a consequent reduction water completely exti nguish the fire with
in the rate of Zire spread. fixed-type discharge a ys term s and with the

3. The water discharge tended to cuol the quantities used (10-50 gallons)
ipetal surfaces of the baggage compartment, 6. The addition of a wetting agent to the
thereby preventing or minimizing damage to discharge water did not produce any signifi-
the surfaces, cant improvement in the extinguishing ability

4. In baggage compartments that are of water in the quantities used.
subject to high air-volume change rates, 7. None of the agents tested, in reason-
the water tended to remain within the corn- able presently c a r r i e d aircraft quantities,
partment under circumstances In which the are adequate extinguishants when used in
gaseous agents would be rapidly dispersed. fixed extinguishing systems for combating

Investigation as to the effect of corn- Class A fires with leakage rates existing in
partment load factor (by volume) on carbon C cateporv baggage compartments.
dioxide dilution rates indicated that the ef- 8. Existing agents in reasonable quanti-
fect of volume change rate in a loaded corn- ties willbecome progressively better in ability
partment is appreciably higher than might be to control a Class A fire as the leakage rate
expected as a result of the loading. In a of a cargo compartment is reduced. The
typical test, the actual air-volume change control time for any given leakage rate, is,
rate was 1. 8 per hour. A cargo load equal however, materially affected by the type of
to 41 per cent of the compartment volume fire experienced. For this reason, no
was added. Theoretically, the air-volume specific duration of fire control can be es-
r ate within the loaded compartment would tablished for any known leakage rate.
equal 1.8/0.59, or 3 volume changes per
hour. The effective air-volume change FIRE CONTROL
rate, however, as determnined by theoretical
CO concentration drop versus air-dilution Purpose
curles, Fig. 21, indicated an air-volume To determine the extent to which lug-
change rate of 3.8per hour. Inthis par- gage fires, confined within inaccessible
ticular test, an internal tan was used to re- c a r g o compartments, may be controlled in
duce the stratification of CO.. Actually, the flight by:
stratificationof GO within a cargocompart- 1. Limiting the original volume of
meat (without the &an) could make this con- compartments, the leakage rates through
dition even more severe. compr.rtments and/or
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Fig. 21 Resultant Carbon Dioxide Concentration Secured by Injecting Air Into a Closed

Space Having Varinus Initial Carbon Dioxide Concentrations

2. Using heat illsulating materials in the ious f£1 r ea within compartments ranging in
construction of, or an a lining for, compart- size from 48 cubic feet to 270 cubic feet.
rnents. The times required for the disappearance of

visible flames due to oxygen deficiency were
Procedure noted, and, in the case of the Class A fires,

The tests, were conducted using cottnn a k in temperatures were recorded at loca-
cloth, excelsior an~d oil fires. The excelsior tions of flame impingement.
and the cotton cloth fires were produced by The effect of leakage rates through
igniting the material contained in a 12- by compartments on the se v er it y of fire was
12- by 1Z-inch cardboard box openat the top. determined by igniting various fires within
These firm were open fires, since deep-seated compartments which were subjected to leak-
or smoldering fires in previous tests pro- age rates up to 10, 000 cubic feet per hour.
duced insignificant amounts of heat. The The times required for disappearance of the
rates of burning and, consequently, the mines visible flames due to oxygen deficiency were
of theme fires, were random. The oil fires noted, and, in the case of Class A fibres,
werr- produced by a small gun-type conver- s kin temperatures were recorded at loca-
sion burner. The sizes of these fires were tions of flame impingement. Theme tests
quite closely co-atrolled by the noaalem used we* r e conducted using the 48-, 110 - anu the
and p ro d uc ed from approximately 100, 000 270-cubic-foot compartments.
to 500, 000 Btu per hoau r. It was estimated Tests were conducted to determine the
that this more than covered the range of the amount of protection that would be afforded
open-typm Class A fires used in these tests, the b~. 020- inch-thick aluminuin alloy ceiling

The effect of volume on the severity and wall panels by insulating materials. A
of fire was determined by igniting the var- 12- by 12- by 12-inch cardboard box, open

K . _ _ _ .,



at the top and filled with wood e x c e I a i o r, siunoil burner was used for producing a test
was used as the fire source, because it pro- flame. The r ate nf burning or size of fire
duced the most severe, probable fire. was controlied by the burner nozzle useG.

An insulationmaterial commonly known The teat conditions used in the cotton cloth
as V board, 0. 042 inch thick, manufactured and excelsior fire tests were then repeated,
by the U. S. Rubber Co., was applied to the using various oil fire aimss that ranged from
walls and ceiling of 1/4 of the 270-cubic-foot the smallest to greater than the largest fire
compartment. The fire source was placed produced in the previous Class A fire tests.
inthisquarterofthecompartment, andceiling The results indicated that identical test
skin temperatures above the fire were re- fires, burning at nearly a constant rate,
corded, would persist cons ide zably longer in the

Albi RX, a heat insulating paint manu- 270-cubic-foot compartment than in the 48-
factored by the Albi Chemical Co., was cubic-foot compartment. The "no air-flow"
applied to panels 2 feet square, and mounted curve in Fig. 22 shows the effect of volume
in the ceiling above the fire source. Temp- for several different oil fire sizes expressed
eratures of these aluminum panels were re- in Btu per hour output.
corded. The amount of insulation afforded The cotton cloth and excelsior fires,
the p an e Is was determined for both the oil in the various sized compartments ventilated
base and water base Albi RX paints. From atvarious rates, continued toburn at reduced
one to four coats of these paints were applied rates for greater durations than oil-type
to the test panels. tires; some continuing until all of the com-

A severe fire test was devised using bustible material had been consumed. How-
a conversion-type oil burner producing a ever, the maximum ceiling skin temperature
2, 000"F flame for comparing heat insulating did not e xc e ed 950'F, which was the same
materials in order to evaluate their character- as the value determined in the sealed-
istics. These tests involved sucn materials compartment fire tests. Ceiling skin temp-
as Refrasil (H. I. Thompson Co.), V board erature v e r sus time after ignition curves
(U. S. Rubber Co.), fiberglas wool (Dow for several of the Class A fire conditions
Chemical Co.) and Silicone PC XL-33 (Dow are shown in Fig. M3.
Corning Co. ). A 1-foot s qua re of the ma- Again, inorder to determine accurately
terial was impinged normally by the flame, the effect on the fire caused by variations in
and the time for penetration of the flame was compartment volume and air flow, the oil-
noted. burner fires were used. Fig. 22 shows the

effects of air flows up to 10, 000 cubic ft/hr
Results and Discussion oncdurationof visible flames in the 48-cubic-

The cotton cloth and excelsior fires, foot compartment and in the Z70-cubic-foot
burning in a sealed compartment with a compartment. From these curves, it can be
volume of 270 cubic feet, continued to pro- seen that the maximum size fire that burned
duce open flames for an average of 3 to 5 continuously for any one l e a kage rate was
minutes, at which time the tLire reverted to the same for the large and the small com-
a glowing mass. Similar fires in the 48- partments. For any fire larger than this,
and I10-cubic-foot sealed compartments the time that visual flames persisted, as
gave similar re sults, except that the time shown by this curve, was g re ate r for the
that open flames persisted was somewhat larger compartment than for the smaller
less. The maximum ceiling skin tempera- compartment.
ture recorded for both cotton cloth and ex- From the large numb e r of fires ob-
celsior fires was 950F in each of the three served in this test series of both the Class
compartments. This temperature was A and Class B fires, it was evident that:
reached in about 1 1/2 minutes a(terignition. I. Class B fires produced by the oil
Inthe Z70-cubic-foot compartment, this burner would continue burning at nearly a
maximum temperature was maintained for constant rate until approximately 12 to 14
about three minutes; while, in the 48-cubic- per cent oxygen remained, at which time the
foot compartment, it was maintained for tiames disappeared.
less than one minute. The else of fire or 2. Class A open-type fires would de-
rate of burning of the Class A fires was not crease in s i z e as the oxygen concentration
easily controllable. o.enerally, the excel- decreased, and, provided the air-leakage
sior produced larger, quicker fires than rate was above 1, 800 cubic ft/hr. would
the cotton cloth. With this variable being so continue to b u r n until all combustible ma-
great, it was difficult to determine what ef- terial was consumed.
fect other variables, such as original sire 3. Class A open-type fires would flame
of compartment, had on controlling a fire. until the oxygen concentration was reduced
For this reason, a small Sun-type conver- to 12-14 per cent, at which time the fire bv-

.j
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TABLE III

Effect Of Air-Leakage Raet On Open-Type Baggage Fires

Time for
Compartment Leakage Open Flame Flame

Test Volume Rate Suppression
Series Cu. Ft. Cuý Ft/Hr Suppressed Intermittent Continuous (min,)

1 48 0 X 1
2 110 0 X 2 1/2
3 270 0 X 1 1/2
4 48 1500 X 2
5 110 1500 X 3
6 110 1500 X 2 1/2
7 110 1500 X 3
8 110 1500 X
9 48 1680 x

10 48 1900
11 48 1900
12 110 1900 x
13 110 2100 X
14 110 3600 X
15 110 3600 X

During the first few tests conducted on Conclusions
the V board lining mounted in the quarter of From the tests which have been con-
the 270-cubic-foot compartment, extremely ducted, it is concluded that:
large quantities of pungent gases and smoke 1. A completely sealed compartment will
were emitted. This was due to the disinte- prevent any large or dangerous flame from
grating of the bonding material used in the existing for more than a few minutes.
V board. However, the remaining glass cloth 2. The maximum ceiling Lkin tempera-
continued to afford protection to the aluminum ture is not materially aftec dci oy the volume
ceiling and prevented its temperature from of the compartment.
exceeding 550*F during any of the fire tests 3. The v o lume of a compartment, with
which included various air-change rates no leakage, directly affects the time re-
from 0 to 3,700 cubic feet per hour. quired to reduce the openfire to a smoldering

Tests on the fire-retardant, paint- condition.
covered ceiling panels gave results which 4. The quantity of air injected into a
indicated that AMbi RX paints give approxi- compartment, regardless of the compart-
mately the same protection against severe ment size, determines the maximum size
excelsior fires as the V board. The results of the fire that can continue to burn.
of the tests on the Albi RX coated panels are
given in Table IV. TABLE IV

These results indicate that the water
base A lbi RX provides considerably more Fire Insulating Properties
protection against heat than the oil base; Of Albi RX Coatings
however, the water base paint must be coated
with a fire-retardant paint with good No. of Coats Leakage Maximum
weathering qualities if similar resistance to of Albi RX Rate Skin
weathering is desired. (oil base) Cu. Ft/Hr Temperatures

The tests conducted on insulating ma-
terials to estimate their fire resistance indi- none 0 900
cated that Refrasil is capable of preventing 1 0 800
penetration by any fire originatine from air- 2 0 600
craft fluids for a per iod of over one hour. 4 0 525
Other materials such as V board, fiberglas none 3700 900
wool or Silicone PC XL-33 were penetrated 2 3700 690
by the 2.00'F oil-burner fire within ap- 4 3700 600
proximately one mn.nute or less. 4 (water base) 3700 295
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5. A compartment lined with Refrasil, due to any Class A compartment fire if the
or its equivalent, will prevent spread of air flow through the compartment does not
any Class A fire to other paits of the air- exceed 1, 500 cubic ft/hr.
craft, regardless of the air flow through the 7. Class A fires in a smoldering condi-
compartment. tion (not producing visible flame) can burn

6. A compartment lined with V board or for an indefinite period of time, even if the
Albi RX (water base) insulating paint can leakage rate approaches zero.
protect airframe structures from overheat



APPENDIX I the Ranarex or Englehardt instruments.
2. Inject. at a reasonable discharge rate,

Recommended Mathod for Measuring sufficient carbon dioxide to provide a carbon
Baggage Compartment Leakage Ratio d I o x I doa concentration within the comport-

mnent of 70 to 80 Doer ceant. The quantity of
Early in the test program, itwas CO required can be calculated as in the

determined that actual air-leakage rates, follSwing example, making use of the curves
as established by a ir -flIo w measurements shown in frig. 27.
through&a calibrated thin plate orifice, Assimlngthat the baggage -compartmnent
differed markedly from those determined by volume is equal to 270 cubic feet, a"dknowing
means of the carbon-dioxice d iIu t ion rate that I pound of carbon dIIIIo xide equals 8.1I
curves shown in Fig. 21. The explanation cubic feet free volume: Find the weight of
for this d I f f ar a n c a can be illustrated by a carbon dioxide required to attain an 80J per
review of Figs. 24, 25 and 26. cent carbon &oxide concentration immediately

The curves shown in Fig. 24 were ob- after discharge.
tained when the compartment air-leakage ]From the absa cs I maa of Fig. 27, read
rate was produced by withdrawing air in itrequired percentage COO remaining In
measured quantities from the compartment. space" - 80 per c en t. Folfow; the vertical
The curves shown in Fig. 25 were obtained line from 80 Der cant until it intersects
when the air-leakage rate was produced by C ur ve A. F r om the point of intersection
measured quantities of air being pumped into with Curve A, move across to the ordinate on
the compartment. The c u.r ve a in F ig. 26 the left and read "per cent CO., injected into
were obtained when air and carbon dioxide the space" = 160 per cent.
were being withdrawn from the compartment,
b ut with a 1/3-horsepower fan o p er at in g__
within the compartment so that fth c ar bo nNOE
dioxide and air were continually mixed, thus 04COlUNaS I R.OATED * OI COM.PARTMEN.
eliminating the stratification normally pre- PLOO 1EINDICAT11D 0.46 VOL. PIN IMIL
sent. so - PICYAW Io 3 LOCATED PLUSH WITH Cc LONG

IINOiCATID 1.40 VOL. PM MMNJ
Examination of the three aet. of curves PICKUP PnO LOCATED MIDWAY BETWEEN FLOM0

indicates that, when air-volume changes are AND CCILING (INDICATED 1.11 VOL.
produced by withdrawing air-carbovi-dloxide aPICKUP 11414 LOCATED 1* ASOIVE FLOWN UPSTREAM
mixtures from the compartmeni, extremely ~ZZ:, ('lDIAED 0"5 VOL PMR "NJ

erratic carbon dioxide concentration curvesLEEO
can result. This is due to the stratification -PICKUP onO I

of the air and carbon dioxide within the com- P :CU 110
partment. The same condition exists when PICKUP M06
air is pumped into the compartment, but to R TOETADING COT THOP
a lesser degree, due to the increased turbu- ETime WERE ABOVE
lence of the a i r flow. Only when a mixing 19 THE MAXIMUM SCALE

device, such as a fan, is used in conjunction 10 N04 INISTRUJMENT

with the measurement of air-leakage rates 0 1C -67-.

within a compartment can a reasonably
homogeneous mixture be obtained such that
the theoretical carbon dioxide concentration-
c u r ves can be relied upon for determining
the actual air-leakage rates. Therefore, it
is recommended that the following m ctho ad
be used for determining baggage compartment
air-leakage rates:

1. Prepare the em p ty compartment for__ _

test by i nsat alli1ng the largest possible fan I

or b 1lowea r and air-carbon-dioxide pickups
in the compartm~ent. The fan should be in- ...
stalled so as to provide maximum mixing 0.. -- __
of the air and carbon dioxide. Tests have in- 0 so 40 1114 so 100 Ito
dicated that a single air-carbon-dioxide pick- TIME INNUTESI Na
up at the center of a compartment volume is
adequate, but more pickups may be used for Fig. 24 CO Concentration Drop vs. Time
purposes of corroboration. The pickup leads (Voiume Change Rate Due to
should be connected to a gas analyser, pref- Withdrawing Air Samples From the
erably a continuous r e a d Iing type, such as Compartment)
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e0 uew (ELro time) and record the decreas!ng CO 2
ACTUAL LA4 "A1- 1 W6 PE. "a concentrattions at reasonable time intervals,PUS NI, I ABOAtErll A8BV UMPAathEUlFL e, I AeS, In voi..eK .W AM lqntil a minimum CO, concentration of 40 per
Psume Nag LWa"t16 PLUS" WITH oLt.iN cent is attined or re ord the CO concentra-11,,MOSTCSs o~so VO4 PRI ,OU
PICKUP NILS LATV ESWSA SETWeEN FPLOOR tion sfter one hour, whichever iJ first. Re-

ANS 0,1LIN INCAES 148 V0. cordings made at CO concentrations below
P 1101611 40 per cent are unnecssary for determining

T - PICKUP No 0 4IAfA? I"AaSWE FLOOR UPSTREAM 4 e etaeuncsr
INDICATED Ws VoL. Pip HL) the air-volume change rate; and can he in-

PICKU 0S1 accurate, du.e to ihe fact that the CO 2 con-
.. .. NO..- centratiou curve becomes asymptotic to the

4O A PICKUP NO.I time a c ale as the CO 2 concentrations ap-
PTNIOKUPAL Co o.or proach zero.
R R.ACDIS AT T141

1 
TIME WERE ASOVE 4. Calculate the air-leakage rate, as ii-

T"9 .M.2U Ot -INME lustrated in the following examnple, making
'\ I use of the curves shown in Fig. 21.

Assume that an initial CO concentra-
___ tion of 80 per cent was attained "Imzediately

after discharge, and that 30 minutes later the
baggage compartment CO concentration hasSbeen diluted to 42 per ceni CO . Using Fig.

-.� 21, locate 80 per cent on th ordinate and
follow the curve down to the point where it

-' -MOTE:

ACTUAL LEAKAGE RATS • I VOL. PES NAt.
PICKUP NO. I LOCATEDI* ABOVE COMPARTMENT

%*, % .. FLOOR EINOICATEO .l t VOL. PER Rl.1"PICKUP No. I LOCATED PLUSH WITH CEILING

10 ....... INDICATE 40 VOL, Pan HN.)
PICKUP N). 3 LOCATE0 MIOWAV 1ETWIEN FLOOR

AND CEILING IINDICATED i.10 VOL:
PER • I)

To PICKUP NO. 4 LOCATED IA• VE FLOOR UPSTREAM0o aO I a 40 s 00 1.1m . •.•Ito LEIr[ND: (INDICATED MEO VOL. PER MR.)

T019 (MINIJTESIPIKP O.PICKUP NO. I
.................... ,PICKUP NO.

Fig. 25 CO. Concentration Drop vs. Time go ..-...... PICKUP NO.4

(Voiume Change Rate Due to THEORETICAL CO DROP

Injecting Air into the Compartment) READINGS AT THII TIME WERE ABOVE
neso THE MAXIMUM RANE oN INSTRUMENT

Then

1.6 x 270 40

8.1 "53.4 pounds CO

The ordinate on the right indicates the re- -___0,,

maining oxygen percentage for any known CO 2  -o --
concentration. For example, with an 80 per
cent CO concentration (the abscissa), deter-
mine thlrintersecfion of the vertical line to -__
through 80 per cent with Curve B. Reading
horisontally to the ordinate on the right will
indicate an oxygen concentration of approxi- -0 -__
mately 4 per cent.

Note: The continuous reading gas analyzer
should not be operated at the time the CO is
discharged, because the agent pressuresen- 0 to 40 Go SO loo Ito
volved may indicate higher than true carbon TIME IMINUTES ",
dioxide concentration readings. The instru-
ments should be operated only after the car- Fig. 26 CO Concentration Drop vs. Time
ban dioxide has been completely discharqed. (Voiurne Change Rate Due to

3. Determine the CO concentration Withdrawing Air Samples From the
changes by r e c o r d in g the maximum CO Compartment with Internal Fan
concentration shortly after the CO 2 dischargi Action)
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Fig. V7 Computed Curve

intersects a horizontal line through 4Z per Then
cent CO -as shown on the same scale, 0.64I x60
From thi poiint of intersection, drop a verti- - 30- L= .Z8air -volume changes per hour,
cal line down to the absciasia, which in this
instance, would read 64 percent air Injection, The air-leakage rate 21.Z8 xZ70 346

cubic i.jet of air per hour.
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